November 14, 2002

Re: Quarterly Listings of Economic Independence Terminal Messages
(January through March 2002, April through June 2002, and July through September 2002)

Dear County Director of Social Services:

Attached are the quarterly summaries of terminal messages sent to counties to show the number and subject of the messages, the systems used to send the messages, and the dates the messages were sent. These lists include messages sent in EIS, FSIS, Energy, EPICS, and the EPIS System.

Should you realize you have missed receiving a particular terminal message, you may contact Economic Independence for a copy of the message. Please reference the number of the terminal message you need in your request, and a copy will be sent to you. If you would like for the copy to be faxed to you, please include your fax number in your request. You may fax your request to (919) 715-5457 or call Economic Independence at (919) 733-7831.

If you have any questions or comments, please let us know.

Sincerely,

Wilbert R. Morris, Chief
Economic Independence Section
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